
Twelve	Chinese	Animals	
Tiger	

Years: 1902, 1914, 1926, 1938, 1950, 1962, 1974, 1986, 1998, 2010, 2022, 2034, 2046, 2058, 2070, 2082  
Tiger is Yang and Third Sign of the Chinese Horoscope. 
Positive Traits:  Magnetism, Bravery, Benevolence, Authority, Lucky 
Short Comings: Swagger, Impatience, Hotheaded, Intemperance,Itinerancy, Disobedience, Impetuosity   
 
The song goes: Everybody wants to be a cat cause the cats the 
only cat who knows where it’s at - Everybody’s pickin’ up on that 
feline beat-’cause everything else is obsolete. Now, substitute Tiger 
for cat; Tiger does not rhyme so well but the lyrics suggest Tigers 
self-image. Tiger knows that practically everyone who counts is a 
Tiger or wants to be. Sometimes Tiger is seen as quick-tempered 
and rebellious. Authority figures had best refigure the rules when 
faced with a Tiger on the move. The rest of us just don’t get that 
Tiger is the entrepreneur and to achieve the goals all is permitted 
Tiger; there are no limits. As you might imagine, this behavior can 
land a fearless Tiger in a heap of trouble. Here again instincts 
serve and the Tiger can spring away to do battle again another 
day. What an ally the Tiger can be with the right partner who 
believes that the world is a playground for the courageous and 
dedicated. The best relationship can be made with Horse; also an association with another 
Tiger can be fruitful: Dog is a good match for Tiger because Tiger admires Dogs heroic 
quality. Horse, Dog and Tiger are freedom loving, self-centered beings which helps them to 
comprehend each other’s natures. Tigers laugh at the law as they adhere to the “law of the 
jungle”; the strong survive. Tigers will steamroll over whatever is in the way between them 
and their objectives. Tigers are very opinionated and will dominate any debate or discussion 
with a Tigers authority and magnetism. It doesn’t matter that their positions may actually be 
untenable, on shaky ground. Tiger places the body in a rooted Chi Kung stance and that root 
will not be budged. Brave, benevolent Tiger, for your health and well-being please, root, smile 
and tune that roar into the SHHH sound for your precious liver. The Inner Smile and Six 
Healing Sounds have no laws governing the practitioner so go, Tiger, go. Tigers are powerful 
and passionate creatures and these attributes can cause a big commotion at times. Their 
unpredictable impulsiveness should not be underestimated. Watch out for these cats. When a 
Tiger is in attendance at a gathering there is no missing their presence; everyone knows and 
is keeping a watchful eye. Tiger, pay more attention to your future and don’t burn out before 
your time. A wonderful quality of Tiger is the ability to weather the storm; Tiger can always 
revert to house cat ways, licking the paws and carefully grooming the fur, head to tail. 
Unflappable and cool as a cucumber is Tiger when needs be. Because of Tigers disdain of 
convention and law and the tendency to bend or break laws and conventions Tiger can find 
itself at odds with authority and be branded an outlaw. Even in such a predicament Tiger has 
the possibility to emerge unscathed thanks to fruitful cultivation of friends of influence. Tiger is 
known also as a kindly and generous sort and by association Tigers good luck has been 
known to rub off on friends and associates. A tiger is to be cautiously observed.  
 
 


